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Artist Statement
My book arts explore the creative process. I am interested in what drives an artist
to create and what can paralyze that creative action by blocking the process. I examine
such issues as finding one’s personal muse and overcoming procrastination and selfdoubt. Implements of exploration such as maps, compasses, and globes are materials
included in this series of sculptural books.
I also offer meticulous renderings of cacti, a personal symbol of resilience and
power, as an illustration of finding and accepting my muse as “The Everyday.” Drawn in
pencil on gessoed wooden panels, these detailed drawings are examples of discoveries
and conclusions made in my exploration.
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Drawing Conclusions

Introduction
My introduction to the Master of Interdisciplinary Studies (MIS) program with
Virginia Commonwealth University was a summer book arts class. I had been making
books for some time and wanted to investigate new techniques and materials. The
experience reminded me that I was missing the camaraderie of fellow artists and the
challenges of studio classes. I found this first class valuable and then took a painting
class. The decision to apply to the program followed. These classes awakened the
“happy student” in me that had been forced to recede into the background. I was
reminded that working towards an educational goal such as this degree could only have
good results. In this program I found inspiration, challenges, and the support of a vital
arts community made up of both fellow students and instructors.
During my coursework, I was on a philosophical exploration into the mysteries of
the creative process. The MIS program provided me the opportunity to pursue this
exploration. My inclination to research, to be the librarian, revealed the universality of
my own angst. I found that artists everywhere seem to trouble over issues concerning
their creativity. As explained in Art and Fear (1993), “Making art is a common and
intimately human activity, filled with all the perils (and rewards) that accompany any
worthwhile effort. The difficulties artmakers face are not remote and heroic, but
universal and familiar.” (Bayles, iii) I had made the mistake of elevating the arts to so
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high a pedestal that being a part of it seemed unattainable. In lowering the pedestal and
seeing the making of art as human and universal, I was freed of much self-doubt and fear.
The issues foremost in my search included where I would find my inspiration and
muse, and how I would come to trust it. Also, I wondered how I could conquer
procrastination and self-judgment, and if this questioning is shared with other artists. My
thought is that if I can discover what empowers my drive to create and nourish this thing,
and if I can identify the pitfalls that hinder the process, then perhaps I will become a more
inspired and productive artist.
Although these questions seem to be asked universally by artists, the quest to
answer them must be made by every artist on her own and in her own way. I searched for
the way that is mine. My exploration and research into this subject and its evasive truths
became a predominant theme in my work during my studies in the MIS program.

Book Arts
My interests in both visual arts and literary arts have always progressed together.
Throughout my life, my “nose has been stuck in a book” as my mother said. Even while
studying and committing to visual arts, my interest in literature and information-gathering
led to American and British literature classes, to work in a bookshop, then non-profit
gallery work, and now to work as a reference librarian in a public library. Studying art
history in my undergraduate years was the perfect combination of both worlds. I
continued in the MIS program to focus my studies in painting, drawing, and book arts.
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I find a natural fluency in both the visual image and the written word which
emboldens my creative expression. I move freely between the two artistic languages and
often combine them in works. Combining words and images can form a more profound,
eloquent communication than by using one of these languages alone. The book arts
format, however loose a definition of a book, allows me to create with both the literary
and the visual within a singular work of art, each illustrating and complementing the
other.
The value of books is reiterated in a statement from The Smithsonian Book of
Books (1992), which reads
The veneration of books is of great antiquity, and probably in the Middle Ages,
too, they often were valued far above paintings. Manuscripts were expensive and
slow to make, and the materials used were costly. A book can have an almost
magical or spiritual quality as the conveyor of a text. To a literate person, a
manuscript was a precious link with the works of a long dead writer; but to
someone who could not read, a book was invested with mystery and awe.
(Olmert, 9)
I find such magic and awe and communication in books. In creating books in an artistic
and unconventional manner, I can communicate in my own style.
My books are an exploration for insight into creativity and my personal process.
The title of each book reveals the nature of its contents, such as Follow Your Bliss/A
Walk In The Woods and A Map To The Studio. Maps, compasses, and globes are images
that appear throughout my art work, extending the quest or exploration iconography. In
A Map to the Studio (Appendix, 1), which is designed as a medieval book, my thoughts
were of a 13th century Crusades traveler. His small but ornately jeweled book contains a
foldout map and compass to guide him towards the Holy Grail. In the case of my book,
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the traveler is an artist and the Holy Grail is a peaceful, well-equipped studio, that private
sanctuary that we all need to work creatively. This map, complete with a functioning
compass, meanders through illustrated sites depicting classic artistic struggles and also
sites of encouragement. Similar to a child’s board game the traveler-artist takes steps
forward or backward, as detailed in an open view of A Map to the Studio (Appendix, 2),
with the studio and creative freedom always as the goal. Each of these illustrated sites of
pitfalls and positive reinforcements is a landscape scene including “The Quagmire
Swamp of Procrastination,” and “The Muses’ Fountain of Inspiration.” This map
represents the journey along a path that artists must somehow navigate. In real life, artists
follow such a metaphorical path to arrive at their place of freedom and creative
expression, the studio. The presence of such pitfalls are considered in Art and Fear:
Making art can feel dangerous and revealing. Making art is dangerous and
revealing. Making art precipitates self-doubt, stirring deep waters that lay
between what you know you should be, and what you fear you might be. For
many people, that alone is enough to prevent their ever getting started at all – and
for those who do, trouble isn’t long in coming. Doubts, in fact, soon rise in
swarms. (Bayles, 13)
To the intrepid artist journeying along the treacherous path in A Map to the Studio, the
journey is dangerous and worthwhile. My lesson learned here is that these fears are to be
confronted, not skirted or allowed to conquer, because the end goal is vital.
Follow Your Bliss/A Walk in the Woods (Appendix, 3) evolved from a challenge
to make a book using only natural products. Its exterior is a gourd cut in half lengthwise
and opens with a leaf-shaped leather hinge. The only text in this sculptural book is the
title Follow Your Bliss, which is burned into the gourd’s exterior using pyrography tools.
When the clasp (made of a wooden button, a twig, and twine) is released, the reader can
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unfurl accordioned pages of handmade paper containing autumn leaves, twigs, and
feathers (Appendix, 4). The pages represent an abstracted map of a walk in the woods
with my dog, Bliss, and the objects are inspirations found on these walks. This book is a
part of my exploration into the secrets of creativity. I realized that my walks through the
woods with Bliss were a part of my process, a personal form of meditation and
percolation of ideas. Without this activity in my life, creativity is less forthcoming and
more difficult. This is an important truth that I have learned in my exploration.
Studying mechanical toys and automata inspired me to add kinetic elements to
these works. I gave them motion and sound through balances and wheels, and chimes
and bells. For instance in The Wheel Book of Encouragements (Appendix, 5), altered
copies of A World History of Art (1978) are folded and formed into a circular book and
attached to a leather-bound, spinning lazy-susan “book jacket”. I attached a small globe
of the earth to the central spine of the book to act as a turning knob. While slowly
spinning the book, the viewer can select, remove, and read tabbed art postcards inscribed
with inspirational quotes about creativity, artist’s thoughts, and prayers for creative
guidance. Delicate bells are sewn to the leather exterior increasing the sensory
experience, like a Tibetan prayer wheel which sends energies out to the universe in its
ringing.
Using A World History of Art as the structure of this book and adding postcard
reproductions of my favorite art works bring the element of inspiration from the past into
the work. I have always garnered insight and inspiration from studying the history of art
and here it becomes a backbone, or a spine of the book. Accompanying this Wheel Book
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(Appendix, 6) are blank postcards and pens inviting the viewer to add to the collection of
quotes, prayers, and thoughts. The viewer becomes a participant in the evolving and the
revolving bookmaking process. This expands my exploration into creativity by including
and accepting the audience’s insights. Through making this book with movement and
sound and shared thoughts, I have learned to seek out and accept the nourishment found
in an extended artist community.
Part of my search to find my muse was expressed through a handmade book
entitled A Clothesline Manual (Appendix, 7). Here, I chose a topic that was close at hand
and heart, the clothes hanging rules my mother enforced at her clothesline. This book
served to solidify my acceptance of my muse as ordinary experience, what I call “The
Everyday.”
Map of the Clothesline Yard (Appendix, 8) is the frontispiece of the book
illustrating the clothesline, which is its focal point. I included a compass rose in this map
illustration. It is accurate in the directions in my mother’s clothesline yard. Details from
this map are repeated throughout the book illustrating fifteen rules of the clothesline. This
book is a guidebook to the everyday chore of hanging up clothes on an outside line. The
clothesline is an important personal icon and a repeated image in my art work. It has
become the symbol of home for me.
The paintings in A Clothesline Manual further communicate the atmosphere of
quiet and care that is described in the text. The rules for properly hanging out clothes, as
in the illustration Rule 6: Get Your Sister to Help (Appendix, 9), illuminate that the care,
pride, and pleasure taken in even the most prosaic task are a balm which is universal to us
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all. As part of my exploration into creativity the making of this book presented my muse
to me. I once resisted The Everyday and worked to fit into a different, perhaps a more
contemporary and cerebral, style. I was never at ease in this style and now I find The
Everyday as a comfortable fit for my more contemplative character. There are profound
implications in the simplicity and dignified self-respect of this muse. Here is the
acceptance that I was looking for but unexpectedly it is me doing the accepting, in
contrast to the acceptance coming from elsewhere. My thoughtful, rooted, and a bit
comical muse is central to my creativity, as is my acceptance of her.
Through studying and facing art making issues while working on this series of
books, I discovered that fears and doubts weaken, lose power, and dissolve through
illumination and exposure. Audrey Niffenegger, a well-known book artist and novelist
writes, “The book is an object. The book is an idea. Books inspire and are inspired by
revolution, love affairs, religions. What does it mean to make a book? To make a book
is to gain power over objects. I knew even when I was a kid that there were whole
worlds in them.” (Wasserman, 12). By creating and communicating in the book arts field
I found power and inspiration that propelled my quest for personal creative truths
forward.

Drawing and Painting
In my two-dimensional work, the combination and juxtaposition of the word and
image continued. The exploration of creativity also continued but was communicated in
a more intuitive manner. The use of symbol, important in my handmade books, takes on
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an even larger role in my drawing. My series of pencil drawings are of cacti, which hold
a personal symbolism. I identify with their prickly self-protection, their resilience and
strength, and their surprisingly lovely and unexpected blossoms. The actual cacti that are
the subjects of these drawings are plants that I grew up with. First grown by my
grandmother and then mother, they are now in my care. This is The Everyday muse in
action. Where book arts are a more intellectual media and the communication made is
cerebral, my drawings and paintings are instinctual and the communication is visceral
and intuitive.
The drawings are meticulously observed studies of intricate plants, as in Cactus I
and Cactus II (Appendix, 10 and 11). The works are executed on gessoed panels instead
of paper, giving them a substantial bearing much like the cacti. I combined text and
image in these drawings by collaging dictionary clippings of related definitions and
illustrations. Interestingly, the gray tones of both the graphite pencil marks and the
collaged paper’s text are remarkably alike and add to the visual relationships. Allowing
myself to choose this prosaic subject matter is an outcome of my research into creativity.
A lesson learned, or perhaps relearned, in the making of my books Follow Your Bliss/A
Walk in the Woods and The Clothesline Manual was to trust in my personal vision and
originality.
Robert Henri (1865-1929), an artist and eminent teacher of painting said in The
Art Spirit (1923), “Don’t worry about your originality. You could not get rid of it even if
you wanted to. It will stick to you and show you up for better or worse in spite of all you
or anyone else can do.” (Henri, 78) What a freeing lesson for me to read this statement. I
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love to sit quietly, look intently, and draw a simple subject and in doing so communicate
and exalt the subject’s power and stature. In my drawings and paintings, the cactus
becomes symbolic of my own resilience and tenacity.
Continuing to follow my bliss, lead to Cactus III (Appendix, 12). The pot of cacti
in this drawing is shooting out beautiful white blooms, making my symbol of resilience
also flourish as a symbol of beauty. Cactus with Terra Cotta Bird and Books (Appendix,
13) is a small painting in the series. This work is a still life study of a potted cactus, a
clay bird, and a stack of books. The books symbolize curiosity and intellect, the cactus is
again the symbol of resilience and hardiness, and the bird is a personal symbol for
freedom. The painting has become an icon for me. Robert Henri spoke of the importance
of still lifes, which echoes my sentiments, when he said, “A “still life” in great art is a
living thing. The objects are painted for what they suggest, and their presentation has no
excuse if it is not to carry to the mind of the observer the fancy they aroused in the artist.”
(Henri, 82)
In Cactus with Feather and Book (Appendix, 14) I repeat the use of my personal
symbols. However, this time a feather replaces the bird, yet symbolizes the same idea of
freedom. These drawings and paintings are offered not only as simple still lifes but also
as complex and reverent totems. They are iconographic representations of the powers of
the commonplace.
Thomas Moore, the contemporary philosopher and author speaks of the
mysterious powers of art. “The arts are in the business of mystery, conveying in
irreducible images the vastness of meaning and the depths of experience. Not self9

expression, but the glimpsing of a profound archetypal realm is the real work of art. . .
objects of . . . art stand alone, like persons, things with a voice.” (Moore, 74)
Not only in my drawings and paintings, but also in my book arts I have worked
towards creating such “things with a voice.” Through the books I have created, these
voices speak and inform of the perils and rewards of creativity in general and in my
personal creativity in particular. The voices of my drawings of cacti speak of a hardiness
and spirit. They speak of the inner resilience and persistence I have discovered and
embraced along my personal journey of art making.

Conclusion
The MIS program supplied me the structure and format for my exploration into
the creative process. The quest thus far has resulted in profound revelations in my
personal art making. I have learned not to overlook my curious “happy student” and my
ever-researching librarian, and to continue my investigations into challenging art issues.
I have concluded that my creativity finds nourishment in working. Persistence is a key
that gets me through the continuing moments of struggle. One work influences and
informs the next work, there is growth if you persist.
This graduate program also taught me to seek out fellow artists and stay involved
in the ongoing conversations of art. I rely on this artist community for support,
reinforcement, and information. Sharing is good. The issues that I struggle with are
universal to artists and it is comforting to see myself as not alone in my exploration.
These keys to unlocking one’s creativity are reinforced over and over by the
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simple practice of making art. Learning is in doing. There is truth in “just showing up”
and working. I walk to my studio and sit down in front of the canvas or panel or work
table. The work will come and if it is not to my liking, perhaps having made it will help
make the next one a masterpiece. It is now my task to honor and practice these newly
discovered truths and continue to seek those truths that are still veiled.
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Appendix
List of Images
Figure 1.

A Map to the Studio, Book (front and back views), decorative
papers, compass, gems, color copies, 4” x 5” x 1”, 2008.

Figure 2.

A Map to the Studio, Book (opened view), decorative papers,
compass, gem, color copies, 17 1/2” x 15” x 5”, 2008.

Figure 3.

Follow Your Bliss/A Walk in the Woods, Book (closed view),
gourd, branches, feathers, found objects, 17” x 10”x 10”, 2007.

Figure 4.

Follow Your Bliss/A Walk in the Woods, Book (opened view),
gourd, branches, feathers, found objects, 17”x 32” x 20”, 2007.

Figure 5.

The Wheel Book of Encouragements, Book, mixed media,
18” x 16” x 16”, 2009.

Figure 6.

The Wheel Book of Encouragements, Book, (with postcards and
pens) mixed media, 18” x 24” x 16”, 2009.

Figure 7.

A Clothesline Manual, Book (closed with clothes-pin bag slipcase),
mixed media, 23” x 10” x 4”, 2006.

Figure 8.

A Clothesline Manual, Book (opened view, Map of Clothesline
Yard), mixed media, 7 ½” x 22 ½” x 2”, 2006.

Figure 9.

A Clothesline Manual, Book (opened view, Rule 6), mixed media,
7 ½” x 22 ½” x 2”, 2006.

Figure 10.

Cactus I, pencil, collage on panel, 20” x 20”, 2007.

Figure 11.

Cactus II, pencil, collage on panel, 18” x 24”, 2007.

Figure 12.

Cactus III, pencil on panel, 20” x 20”, 2008.

Figure 13.

Cactus with Terra Cotta Bird and Books, gouache, acrylic, pencil
on panel, 10” x 10”, 2007.

Figure 14.

Cactus with Feather and Book, gouache, acrylic, pencil on panel,
8” x 10”, 2007.
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Figure 1. A Map to the Studio, Book (closed, front and back views), decorative papers,
compass, gems, color copies, 4” x 5” x 1” , 2008.
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Figure 2. A Map to the Studio, Book (opened view), decorative papers, compass, gems,
color copies, 17 ½” x 15”, 2008.
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Figure 3. Follow Your Bliss/A Walk In The Woods, Book (closed view), gourd, branches,
feathers, found objects, 17” x 10” x 10”, 2007.
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Figure 4. Follow Your Bliss/A Walk In The Woods, Book (opened view), gourd,
branches, feathers, found objects, 17” x 32” x 20”, 2007.
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Figure 5. The Wheel Book of Encouragements, Book, mixed media, 18”x 16” x 16”,
2009.
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Figure 6. The Wheel Book of Encouragements, Book, (with postcards and pens) mixed
media, 28” x 16” x 16”, 2009.
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Figure 7. A Clothesline Manual, Book (closed with clothes-pin bag slipcase), mixed
media, 23” x 10” x 4”, 2006.
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Figure 8. A Clothesline Manual, Book (opened view, Map to Clothesline Yard), mixed
media, 7 ½” x 22 ½” x 2”, 2006.
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Figure 9. A Clothesline Manual, Book (opened view, Rule 6), mixed media,
7 ½” x 22½ ” x 2”, 2006.
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Figure 10. Cactus I, pencil, collage on panel, 20” x 20”, 2007.
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Figure 11. Cactus II, pencil, collage on panel, 24” x 18”, 2007.
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Figure 12. Cactus III, pencil on panel, 20” x 20”, 2008.
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Figure 13. Cactus with Terra Cotta Bird and Books, gouache, acrylic, pencil on panel,
10” x 10”, 2007.
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Figure 14. Cactus with Feather and Book, gouache, acrylic, pencil on panel, 10” x 8”,
2007.
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